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Benefits of a nursing degree
Nurses will tell you that the biggest perk of a nursing degree is making a difference to people’s
lives. This will start as soon as you start your course and continue throughout your career.
Let our student nurses tell you about some of the benefits of being a nurse.

A nursing degree also makes you highly employable with 94% of graduates getting
a job within three months of finishing their course.

Courses
Nursing degrees are available in every part of the country at some of the best universities.
You can study for a nursing degree working with adults or children, or working in mental
health or with people with learning disabilities. There are even degrees where you can study a
combination of these areas.

Employability
A nursing degree also makes you highly employable with 94% of graduates getting a job
within six months of finishing their course. You can also work anywhere as your degree will be
accepted across the country and beyond.

Career opportunities
There are a range of career opportunities so there will be something to suit you, no matter
what your interests.
You can work in hospitals or hospices, in GP surgeries or provide one-to-one care in people’s
homes. Later in your career, you could move into clinical research, management or teaching.
You could even take further training so you can perform surgery and prescribe medicine. You
might decide that preventing illness is the thing for you, meaning a move into public health.
Explore roles in nursing

Expand / collapse
Find out more about the range of roles in nursing including school nursing, district
nursing and health visiting.
Explore roles in nursing [1]
Frequently asked questions about nursing
Expand / collapse
You're bound to have lots of questions about a nursing career. We've got your back.
Read our FAQs [2]
Contact us by email, phone or social media.
Studying nursing
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Nearly all nurses study for a degree to jstart their career but there are also a growing
number of other routes.
Find out more including information on nurse degree apprenticeships and nursing
associates [4]
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